INTRODUCTION
Transfer functions can be estimated with parametric models or nonparametrically with Fourier analysis. The accuracy of transfer functions is important to determine hard error bounds, which are required in robust control applications. In a class of parametric models, the mean square error between the true and the estimated transfer functions can be modeled as a sum of two terms which both depend on the order of the estimated model [l] . The bias term decreases with the model order and a variance term increases with this order. By considering the bias to be exclusively caused by estimating low-order models from data that are generated by higher order processes, this behavior can be used in a criterion for model order selection in parametric estimation of the transfer function [I] . Earlier results [2] showed the possibilities of manipulating the bias in transfer function estimation.
The empirical transfer function estimate E W E [3,4] is a natural non-parametric estimate for transfer function estimation, based on deterministic viewpoints. With a stochastic input signal, the desired transfer function is accompanied by two additional terms in the EFE.
One term is determined by the additive noise. The other describes the response during the observation interval on the input signal that was present before the observations started; this is combined with the output after the interval as a response on the input signal within the interval. Those end effect terms are characterized by bounds which are described as an infinite summation of absolute values [3,4,5]. Tighter bounds can be derived if additional information about the estimated process is taken into account 161. The influence of the end effects disappears if periodical input Signals are applied, because the two contributions cancel each other.
Raw E F E estimates are generally not accurate enough, so some smoothing is required for improvement. The three possibilities are:
averaging of E F E ' s , splitting of the data in subframes and using the average periodograms, and finally smoothing of long periodograms with a spectral window [3, 4] . Asymptotical expressions for the variance of the transfer function estimates have been derived for the contribution of the additive noise; see [4, 7] . This paper starts with simulation results for the variance of average quotients of real and complex stochastic variables, showing that for complex normally distributed variables the equivalent of one degree of freedom is lost in averaging. An explicit expression for the bias due to the transient end effects in three different non-parametric transfer function estimates has been described before [8] . A formula for the corresponding variance is derived that can be evaluated to a closed form expression for several processes. A correction is given for the variance in estimation with stochastic inputs, showing that the influence of stochastic quotients applies both to the end effects and to the additive noise. A numerical simulation example shows that the proposed bias and variance expressions agree well with and explain empirical results. Different ways of averaging the data in the Fourier domain give a different accuracy in the estimated transfer functions. When the input is a periodical or deterministic signal, no bias is found and the three ways of averaging give the same variance.
VARIANCE OF STOCHASTIC QUOTIENTS
The quotient of two real normally distributed zero mean stochastic variables has a Cauchy distribution [9] , which has no finite moments like mean or variance. When ai and bi are two independent normally distributed stochastic variables, the measured variance of in simulations is very great and not converging to any fixed value for real variables.
For independent normally distributed complex variables, the expectation of a quotient is given by [lo, p 981: which equals zero. The * denotes the complex conjugate. With this result, the variance for independent identically distributed variables can be written as:
If the real and imaginary parts all have the same variance, this becomes the expectation of the F-distribution as the ratio of two chisquared distributions, each with two degrees of freedom. This expectation, however, exists only for three or more degrees of freedom in the denominator [9], so var{QI(K)} doesn't exist theoretically. This is illustrated by the fact that in estimating the variance in simulation experiments, no convergence occurs. Even in averages over more than 1OOOOO runs, the resulting sample variance is still strongly influenced by the single realization where both the real and the imaginary part of bi are closest to zero. The expectation of the quotient exists, but not the variance. A second quotient, relevant for transfer function estimation, but without zero expectation for the denominator is:
For real ai and b , the variance equals the variance of QI (l) for K = I , some undefined result as in Eq.(3) for K = 2 and
The result for complex ai and bi becomes var{Q,(I)} of Eq.(3) for K = l and Of course, the sample variances of Q,(K) and Q2(K) remain exactly the same if ai is replaced by ai+abi, where a is an arbitrary constant.
Although the results in this section can most likely be derived theoretically, results given here for Q2(K) are largely based on simulations with normally distributed zero mean variables. Simulations with uniform distributions yielded slightly different outcomes for the variances, but never a variance proportional to I / K was found.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
The processes that are considered in this comparison of transfer function estimators can be described as:
withyft) the observed output signal, u(t) a zero mean white noise with variance a :
and gfi) the impulse response with the stable transfer function:
The additive output noise v(t) is a stationary series of random variables independent of u(t), with zero mean value, finite variance and power spectral density h,(w).
Let us define the Fourier transform of M observations of the output signal by: The term represents the end effects, which are the response on the input signal prior to f=O and the continuation of the response on u(t) for rrM:
Several approximations for upper limits of the absolute value of this term have been derived as infinite sums of absolute values [3,6]. It is easily seen that RM(o) equals zero for periodical inputs with period M.
Suppose that KN simultaneous observations of input and output signal are available. Transfer functions are usually estimated by smoothing the raw estimates in the frequency domain. This can be realized by dividing the data in K subframes of each N observations or by treating all KNdata points together and windowing afterwards. The average of the Empirical Transfer Function Estimate ETFE is the first estimator.
It is defined as [3,4]:
The second estimator is the quotient of the average cross spectrum between input and output divided by the average input spectrum:
The third alternative starts with a long Fourier transform of all KN observations. Afterwards, a spectral window is used to estimate the cross spectrum in the numerator and the input spectrum in the denominator. Many different windows have been described [3, 5] . For ease of notation but without loss of generality, the Daniel1 window is used in this paper. With that window the third estimate becomes, for odd window length K:
where A equals 2x/KN. One effect of a window is a bias in G3(dw), which is proportional to the second derivative of the transfer function with respect to its argument, if the input spectrum is flat [3, 5] . This type of bias is eliminated in all results of this paper. The three estimates for the transfer function coincide for periodical inputs that fit on the interval N . Differences exist for stationary stochastic input signals.
Bias of transfer fitnction estimators
For a single frequency, each Fourier transform is just a complex random variable. By the central limit theorem, the distribution function of that variable will tend to normal for increasing signal length M , even if the time signal had a different distribution [5] . Hence, the normal distributions of the previous section will give accurate results for quotients of Fourier transforms. An approximation to the bias due to the end effects has been derived as 181:
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the argument do. This will be a good approximation of the bias if the transform length M is such that the impulse response decays effectively to zero in this interval. That is anyhow a prerequisite for accurate nonparametric estimation of a transfer function.
Variance
The variance of an estimated transfer function has a component due to the additive noise . (14) .
The variance of G l ( J w ) of type Q I K ) is equal to the expectation of the F-distribution with two degrees of freedom in the denominator, which doesn't exist. This means that theoretically the estimator GI(&w) has no finite variance if the input is a stochastic process. For the stochastic signals considered, both i?' flM(w)] and 8(UM(w)/ are zero. This causes the estimate obtained with only one subframe to be highly irregular. The sample variance does not converge to any fixed value even after a great number of simulation runs. The explanation is that the variance in simulations is very strongly influenced by that single realization where UM(w) is closest to its expectation zero. This effect has the strongest influence for the frequencies w = 0 and x , because UM(w) and YM(u) are real there; the absolute value for other frequencies has two independent contributions of the real and the imaginary part and will less frequently become very close to zero. The variance of GI (dW) 
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As the input is assumed to be uncorrelated white noise, the contributions of u(t) and u(r+ M ) in Eq. (1 1) to the product in (17) will be equal and can be computed as twice the contribution of u(t). The end effects give:
The total variance follows with Eq. (6) as: 
SIMULATION RESULTS
The sample variance of GI(<(") as well as the accuracy of the variance formula (19) for G2(dw) and G3(do) has been studied in simulations with many different processes, values of K ranging from 2 to loo0 and various signal to noise ratios. For stochastic input signals with normal distribution, the results are described accurately by using as divisor in (19) K-1 instead of the value K that is usually given in the theory for the reduction of the additive noise in subframes [3] . Simulations have clearly demonstrated that averaging transfer functions over K subframes gives a variance reduction of K-I, for additive noise as well as for end effects. Averaging periodograms and other spectral estimates over K subframes does give a reduction of K, both in theory and in simulations. Hence, the equivalent of one degree of freedom is lost in estimating a transfer function from a stochastic input and output signal. This observation agrees with the experimental evidence that the variance of GI(da) will not converge to any value for increasing numbers of simulation runs. This section presents an example showing to what extent the proposed bias and variance expressions explain simulation results. An Infinite Impulse Response process with one left-hand and one righthand side term has been used to compare the computed formulas with the simulation results. The process is given by:
The formula's for the bias and variance of this process can be derived are given in more detail in Fig.5 . The difference in the sampling variance of simulations was always at least a factor 10. function is infinite, with the practical consequence that an estimate will often exhibit some very inaccurate points in the frequency domain.
-
formula for the variance is very accurate for G2(d0) in this example
The accuracy of the formula is best for small K and for large N. ooo is G,(eJ") xxx is G2(dW) *** is G3(d0)
Averaging with G2(d0) yields better results, but the most accurate results are definitely obtained with G3(d0).
In using a periodical signal as input, e.g. the same realization of a stochastic process over K periods of length N , all three estimators give identical results, in simulations with or without additive noise. No bias is present and the variance becomes I / K [h,(o)/h,(o)], so dividing by K. The only demand for the periodical input is that the input spectrum h,(w) is persistently exciting, thus evading the practical and theoretical problems with GI(do) that arise when the input spectrum approaches its expectation zero. A noticeable difference between stochastic and deterministic input was present in the simulations.
CONCLUSIONS
An expression has been derived for the bias and variance due to end effects in transfer functions estimates with stationary stochastic excitations. It turns out that the equivalent of one degree of freedom is lost in the estimation of an average transfer function with stochastic excitation. Hence, the result of averaging the quotient of single fourier transforms of output and input gives a poor estimate. The quotient of the average cross spectrum estimate with the average input spectrum estimate over subframes yields a better result, but the most accurate estimate is found by doing the averaging with a window, after the Fourier transform. It is remarkable that the averaging in transfer function estimation looses the equivalent of one degree of freedom for stochastic inputs in comparison with a periodical or deterministic input.
